
DELHI  PUBLIC  SCHOOL JAMMU 

ASSIGNMENT    Session : 2020-21                     

 

CLASS: XI                     MONTH: JULY             SUBJECT: ENGLISH 

 

 
TOPIC :   Lesson-2      We’re Not Afraid To Die If We Can All Be Together (Hornbill)        

                 Poem-2         The Laburnum Top ( Hornbill ) 

      Lesson-2       The Address  ( Snapshots ) 

Based on your understanding of the E-Lectures-cum-PPTs, video links and 

other e-resources shared with you, answer the following questions. 

Q.1 Read the extract below and answer the questions by ticking the right option. ( 3 ) 

 The whole tree trembles and thrills. 
 It is the engine of her family. 
 She stokes it full, then flirts out to a branch end 
 Showing her barred face identity mask. 
 
a) The Laburnum tree trembles because...... 

  i)    the wind is blowing violently. 

 ii)    the children are shaking the tree. 

 iii)   of the chitterlings and fluttering of the goldfinch. 

b)   The word in the passage which means ‘covering’ is 

 i)   mask  ii) flirts  iii) barred 

c) The poet of the above extract is 

 i) John Keats ii) Stephen Spender iii) Ted Hughes 

Answer the following questions in 30-40 words. Each question is of 2 marks. 

Q.2 Describe the Laburnum tree’s top in the beginning. 

Q.3 Describe the masked identity of the  goldfinch. 

Q.4  Describe the mental condition of the voyagers on 4 and 5 January. 

Q.5 How did Mrs Dorling react when the narrator said, I am Mrs S’s daughter”? 

Q.6 What reason did Mrs Dorling give for taking away the precious belongings of the   

             narrator’s mother? 

 



 

Answer the  following questions in 120 to 150 words. Each question carries 5 marks.  

Q.7 Which characteristics of the narrator help him to save his family members to come    

             out of the violent waves of the sea? If you also have those characteristics in you how 

 will you save yourself and your family members to come out of the present situation   

             of  Covid-19. 

 

Q.8 Give a brief account of the narrator’s first visit to 46, Marconi Street. What    

            impression do you form of Mrs Dorling from it?  

Note: 

1. Students must mention their Name, Class-Section, Roll no. and date in their 

assignments. 

2. Date of submission     29 July 2020 

3. Your assignments will be marked for Internal/ Term assessments. Therefore it is 

necessary for you to submit it on time. 

4. Send your assignments to the concerned subject teachers on the following e-

mails: 

XI A & B      hiteshkaul.trakroo@gmail.com 
 

      XI-C  mrsnehasuri@gmail.com 

 

               XI-G  Mahjan20neha@gmail.com 

 

               XI-E   aditirajsharma89@gmail.com 

 

              XI-D   rickysasan60@gmail.com 
 

              XI-F&H  sehgal.raghuraj@gmail.com 
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